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 Intensity – Duration – Frequency

Interpolation
method:
geographically
weighted
regression using
altitude as an
independent
variable and
kriging to correct
residuals.
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(where 𝑑0 is 24h duration, 𝑑 is any duration
over 1h, 𝐼 is the intensity (mm/day) and 𝛽
is the scaling parameter)
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24h maxima from daily
historical data after
correction of fixed
interval maxima
(Papalexiou et al. 2016)

High maxima at
long return periods
in concordance with
high annual depth,
but the spatial
pattern of the region
is very different at 2
years return period.
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Rainy area in total
annual rainfall that
shows high maxima
at sub-daily
durations in short
return periods but it
is not distinctive at
long return periods.
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Lowest maxima
in concordance
with driest areas
in annual depths.

Cap de Creus: dry region in terms of total
annual depth but with high short-time
maxima produced by convective rainfall.
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the spatial
pattern at
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Selected after quality control and homogeneity
test form the database of the Meteorological
Service of Catalonia.
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Rainfall generation acts in a wide temporal
range with properties that can be described
using statistical scale relationships (Burlando
and Rosso, 1996).
In the simple scaling case, a single parameter,
which seems to be related to some of the
climate characteristics of the place of study
(Llabrés-Brustenga et al., 2017; Casas-Castillo
et al., 2018), is needed to perform the
monofractal downscaling.

CONCLUSIONS:

Vall d’Aran:
rainy region (in
total annual
depth) with low
daily and subdaily maxima.
Continuous rain
with low
convection
produce high
total amounts
without short
time maxima.

Overall similarity of spatial
patterns of rainfall maxima
with maps of annual rainfall
depth. Discrepancies in some
areas indicate the effect of
convective rainfall.

In the present work, values of the scale exponent have been applied to obtain intensity-durationfrequency relationships at different scales from the intensity-frequency relationships for durations of 1
day at the same location (Menabde et al., 1999). Rainfall spatial distribution maps over Catalunya for
several sub-daily durations (1h, 6h and 12h) and return periods (2, 20 and 200 years) are presented and
they are consistent with the results found by Casas et al. (2008).
The spatial pattern of maximum precipitation is similar at any of the considered sub-daily durations
and also resembles the spatial distribution of total annual depths. Discrepancies in some regions are
related to the effect of convective rainfall: regions with high convection present high maxima and low
total amounts whereas regions with low convection can accumulate high annual depths with low daily
or sub-daily maxima.
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